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We spread 
love stamps to 

the world

What Do We Spread 
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Who We Are
Founded in Egypt in 2016. We are a group of

enthusiastic individuals who live and breathe all things
online and digital. Although we understand that with
experience comes wisdom and insight.

Mixing a genuine love for digital marketing and
all things development, the team is a great blend of
experience and new talent, which means our house is
a buzz with ideas, creativity and hard work.

Over the business' lifetime, we have worked with
some great clients, both big and small. One of the
things we pride ourselves on is our client retention
rate and client satisfaction. As a full service digital
marketing agency.

Get in touch now so we can discuss your needs.
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What We Do?
Aim to be globally competitive. We're pioneered in providing

new and creative ideas and strategic planning for all our clients. We
believe that with hard work, nothing is impossible to reach.

Always strive to be the leaders in the industry as we work with
businesses and non-profits entities to magnify the growing power and
market of digital marketing. Helping and working with clients to
deliver an increase in leads, brand awareness, growing sales and
support other business goals.

Do believe that understanding customer’s needs through
building long lasting strong relationship with them is the core of any
effective communication.

Have a great mix of clientele which includes some of the
world’s most famous brands and local (Small and medium-sized
enterprises) who operate across many sectors. We work with you as a
partner, this way we not only deliver you great results. But also foster a
lasting relationship, because it is no secret that your success is good
for us too.

WE
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Services

1. Social Media Advertising
I. Effective Goals has to be planned first 
II.Social media advertising and 

management campaigns 
III.social media ads and management
IV.What we can offer?
V.Why social media is important. 

2. Artwork House
I. Creative designs 
II. Lyric video 
III. Branding services 

3. Media Production
I. Media production House 

4. Event Management
I. Events management 
II. Corporate & private events
III. Entertainment services 
IV. Creative & design services
V. Sounds, lights, & visual effects
VI. Print & production

5. PR Marketing
I. Publicity
II. Media day
III. Media monitoring
IV. Photoshoot
V. Content
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Effective Goals As A Start

At Brandstamp, we create and manage bespoke

social media campaigns that generate awareness, sales

and enquires for your business.

We believe Social media marketing is more

than randomly posting on Facebook or throwing out

a quick tweet when you feel inspired. It requires

having a goal, a plan and a strategy.

It’s about using the power of social media

audiences to increase company awareness and

ultimately generate new business enquires and sales.
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Social Media Advertising

At Brandstamp, we create and manage
bespoke social media campaigns that generate
awareness, sales and enquires for your
business. We believe Social media marketing is
more than randomly posting on Facebook or
throwing out a quick tweet when you feel
inspired. It requires having a goal, a plan and a
strategy. It’s about using the power of social
media audiences to increase company
awareness and ultimately generate new
business enquires and sales.
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Social Media Ads And Management
Our social media ads and management services

are proven to accelerate growth and inspire action.
Choose from audience growth, website clicks, white
paper downloads, app downloads, event promotions,
product sales, newsletter sign-ups, community
management and more.

Once we understand your goals, we create a
custom strategy just for you. We can help set up
and/or optimize your existing social media assets,
including Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest, and
others, depending on the strategy. We’ve helped
hundreds of companies to succeed in social media
over the years. Our client list includes national and
local companies, as well as charitable organizations.
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Digital Media 

Account 
monitoring, 

Content 
writing,

Dedicated 
time, Social 

media artwork,

Platform 
advertising

Stock images, 
Monthly report

Reposts 
&mentions, 

Album posting

Stock images, 
Monthly report

Professional 
Photography 

Sessions

Marketing 
consultancy

PR 
Coordination& 
Management

What We Can Offer 
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Copywriting
Your online presence must reflect how strong your

team is! your starting from he biggest member to the
youngest ones.

From here, your online presence must be more related
to you Brand stamp present original content generated and
supervised by well qualified and experienced team to
generate creative content related to your brand persona.

Moderations
It's, not just a moderation: Brand stamp moderation

team offers you 24/7 hours moderation.

Which means all your social accounts are managed and
moderated all the time by professional candidates reflect
your image.
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Strong Online Presence
Because Social media isn't a Facebook or
Instagram only: your social presence must be
strong in all the other network s which is
related to your brand!
( Twitter, Snapchat, YouTube, PR)

Managing Digital Ads
WE OPTIMISE your social ad campaigns

WE MONITOR and review your ads performance

WE MANAGE your social media campaigns
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All Media Types
 As Brand Stamp has a creative media and production team.

we offer you not just visuals but also, we offer:

Cinema-

graphy

Photography 
session  

Animated 

GIF 

3600

Photos & 
Videos
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Why Social Media Is Important? 

You should distribute content in the channels
where itis most likely to grab attention. It's no
secret that billions of people spend an
enormous amount of time on social media
platforms scrolling, liking, creating, sharing,
and commenting on content. Simply put, itis
where the eyeballs are.

Customers often reach out to organizations on
social media to ask questions or report issues. Use
these platforms as customer communication tools
to respond quickly and directly to comments

Social media allows you to interact with prospects
and customers and receive consistent1 Realtime
feedback from them. Eventually you’ll have a
better understanding of your primary audiences
(leads, customers, promoters) and can tweak your
marketing efforts accordingly.

In today’s Google-centric world, it’s important to
understand how well your website e ranks on
search engines and what you can do to improve
your ranking. Social media channels give your
organization online credibility to improving
your SEO by driving traffic to your website.
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Creative Designs 
You’ve heard the saying. “A picture is worth a

thousand words.” It’s become a cliché, but it still rings true.

The importance of images is rooted in the basics of
human psychology: 93% of all communication is nonverbal.
What we see on a daily basis has a profound effect on what
we do.

This importance of images also relates to marketing.
How a business uses graphics greatly affects how that
company or brand is perceived. Plus, neuromarketing science
has confirmed that visual content drives engagement.

It’s noisy online but visuals always perform better than
text based content across all marketing mediums.

And we’re here to help with a proven track record of
producing high quality digital designs for a wide range of
purposes.
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Lyric Video

We're not a historian on lyric videos but
from what we've been able to gather it's been an
evolutionary process that started early on
YouTube. People quickly wanted to make it so if
one wanted to listen to music on YouTube that
would be possible because labels at first were
either reluctant or just not interested in
uploading official videos for the music.

Let us show you some of our already
designed lyric Video to help you get feel for the
right one for you. Call us now or fill in the
contact form to discuss your project.

Check out #our_lyric_video_portfolio 
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Branding Services 
Brand-Stamp Advertisers believe that to start a business is one

thing to lead one is another, with us you don’t need to worry about

your image anymore, Brand stamp has a qualified & efficient creative

designers who are able to make your dream come true, starts from

Logo & identity which define your brand and its ranking, because

the letter is judged by its cover , and we create that cover according to

marketing strategy and data analysis to make an understandable

awareness of your brand through your identity & its materials , with

us the sky has no limits , whatever you wish for, we can do it with

passion and commitments
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Media Production House 
We are idea generators, storytellers, artists and

technicians. We're creative, committed and precision-
driven. And we're ready to tackle any challenge at a
moment's notice. We create unforgettable connections.
For more than 5 years, we've produced events and media
content from concept to completion for clients across the
country. At Brandstamp Media Productions, we bring
brands to life.

By creating unforgettable connections –
connections that turn viewers into believers, participants
into advocates and shoppers into buyers. By telling your
story in a way that engages, inspires and motivates the
people you want to reach. A full-service, event,
video, animation , photography and audio production
company, we do it all – from concept to completion – for
businesses of all sizes, from small local companies to
international corporations. We're here to provide
whatever you need, wherever you are - we're equipped to
go the distance.

ANIMATION

CINEMATOGRAPHY 

PHOTOGRAPHY
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Media Production Portfolio  
click to play 

https://youtu.be/iDS0apKIW0Q
https://youtu.be/Z3megGZrFMI
https://youtu.be/Ed7FD952ApY
https://youtu.be/cR-1-cIrlLE
https://youtu.be/WVMbt1JB6Zg
https://youtu.be/x320XZbqrnA
https://youtu.be/jqY2MCJUqkc
https://youtu.be/1CofnYrO96k
https://youtu.be/DLi4nkONa8k
https://youtu.be/6difDNwaFJk
https://youtu.be/I2u4XU-9CG4
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=10154510562408437
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Video Lyric Portfolio  

https://youtu.be/V0gsWR0UG3U
https://youtu.be/zZMj6iK8tZY
https://youtu.be/SpyWezKHajY
https://youtu.be/UndEhMRVXhA
https://youtu.be/WAkIWONzC2U
https://youtu.be/zSW1FiWufpo
https://youtu.be/HIYqaDGCtx8
https://youtu.be/8Vne7dnukbI
https://youtu.be/vEDGVk2cZHc
https://youtu.be/Yxzn9xnNEBU
https://youtu.be/bytVUsDTqFI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXPjoN1SiBA&list=PLmQu_HRgFFitJz-RFUUGil8Fx0JpifpHB
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Event Management
Driving the route at the bleeding edge of

event management services in Egypt, we pride
ourselves on conveying imaginative, forefront
events with high production characteristics and
very unique brand commitment to create
memorable experiences.

We are just as adept at organizing events
like high profile parties with over a thousand
attendees and gala dinners, as we are with
product launches, charity fundraisers,
tradeshow exhibits, and entertainment venue
consulting.
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Corporate & Private Events
We have the capabilities and experience

organizing events for the biggest local and
international companies in Egypt. Be it a glamorous
product launch that needs to create a buzz with Cairo’s
elite, an entertainment packed end-of- year award
ceremony for your entire company, a lavish gala dinner
with global leaders, or a glitzy grand opening .
Following your event brief, Brand Stamp dives straight
into your brand to create a memorable experience for
guests, with as much attention paid to the minute
details as to the whole concept. Our client servicing,
creative, and operations teams work together to create
an end to end concept, provide a list of potential
venues with 3D mock up designs, and take care of
everything with the utmost professionalism from start
to finish.
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Creative & Design Services
At our core, brand stamp is a creative

company. With our staff including art directors, 2D
& 3D designers, copy writers, our art department
surpasses expectations for creative direction,
execution and design. Once the event concept has
been created, our in-house design team get to work
to bring it to life. Visual development in line with
brand guidelines are created and the entire event
venue is designed in 3D to give an actual feel for
what the event will look like when completely set
up. We also work with the best videographers, video
editors, and photographers in the business to
ensure every moment of your event is captured in
the best possible light.
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Entertainment Services 
Brandstamp has a vast network of talent agents

in Egypt. We also handle agent negotiations,

meet and greet services at the airport,

Accommodation, and providing minders while in

Egypt. Artists include headline pop stars, Vocalists,

DJ’s, bands, and even West End and Broadway

Shows.

Critical to providing international and local

talent bookings is the ability to easily handle the

Egyptian government bureaucracy that comes

with the territory. Our legal team are able to cut

through the red tape to ensure all the correct permits

are in place to avoid any unnecessary hassle.
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Sounds, Lights, & Visual Effects

Wherever your event will take
place, whether a cozy dinner and dance,
or a multinational outdoor show, setting
the scene with atmospheric lighting and
visual effects is critical to a high quality
experience.

Brand Stamp have access to
cutting edge AV equipment, video
jockeys, Solid sound and light
equipment, professionally set up is a
must to take an event to the production
values our clients have come to expect
from us.
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Print & Production
High production values are at

the core of everything we do. We
work exclusively with multi-
production houses for the
production and construction of
stages, backdrops, free standing
units and pavilions. We also work
with the top print houses in Egypt
to ensure any additional event
collateral is produced at the highest
possible quality.
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PR Marketing

Out Standing – Excellent – exceptional PR. 

Marketing Brand Stamp provides wide-range 

publicity service for all propaganda seekers
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PR Management 

• Provide an annual and updated strategy to define positioning, needs, target, and
guidelines, and more, to ensure sending the right message to the targeted audience

• Take care of all publicity all-year round, being responsible of any media requests

• Draft and send out all press releases related to the celebrity (local and regional)

• Draft creative feature stories and info graphics to be shared with different media
outlets (local and regional)

• Arrange feature stories with the main magazines in region

• Manage all media relations including setting interviews & stories with main TV and
radio stations (local and regional)

• Act as a consultant; from arranging questions to answering media questions

• Provide inside information to the celebrity, informing them about key events, key
names visiting the country

• Manage any crisis such as rumors or fake news.

WE
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MEDIA DAY
Organized media day with key media outlets (TV, Print and Online)
The media day is to ensure that the celebrity new project is taking a huge buzz, and the
project news are balanced in print, online and TV publications
We recommend the media to be invited

PHOTOSHOOT
Our team is to carry out Photo-shoots when it needed Supervising and
creating a theme for a main photo shoot for the Celebrity

CONTENT
Drafting press releases and features to the different media outlets and to our
extensive mailing list includes local and regional media
Content for the website and any promotional material needed such as portfolio
or sales kit.

Publicity

MEDIA MONITORING
A media monitoring analysis report with relevance to the celebrity is to be delivered on
monthly basis. Also, if a report about any specific topic is needed as well
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Our Team

• Amazing results start with amazing strategies. We’ve 
worked with the top companies in the world. Many of 
them used us specifically for strategy!

• The website is still the hub of your digital presence. We 
are able to deploy awesome solutions because we have 
awesome “web guys”.

• Great looking assets are a must! From web pages to 
email blasts to social media posts, everything must look 
great!

• Ranking at the top of GOOGLE requires skill 
and persistence.

• Growing your social footprint and creating 
engaged followers is an art and a science. You 
need a talented team leading the charge.

• Great content is the engine that makes 
everything run. Your website, sales material, 
email blasts, social media posts, etc. – all need 
great content writing.
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Some of Our Notable Brands  
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Some of Our Notable Celebrities

ASSALA NASRI  AMAL MAHER NANCY AJRAM DIANA HADDAD LATIFA DORRA NESRIEN TAFESH

FATIMA NASSER MAY FAKHRY REEM MOUSTAFA FADDL SHAKER HAKIEN MOHAMED MOHSEN RAMY SABRY

HAYTHAM SHAKER SABER ELROBAIE EWAN NIHAL NABIL MOHAMED MOHIE ABDELFATTAH 
ELGERINI 

AHMED DAWOUD

HANY ADEL KHALED SELIM TAREK ELERIAN KHALED FADDA AISHA OTHMAN SHAHINAZ 
ELNAJAR



Case 
Study 
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Assala Nasri
Starting from the scratch 8 years ago, brand stamp

started working on the super star's official social media on
Facebook, twitter, Instagram, YouTube, Soundcloud.

On Facebook her official page has reached more
than 16.5 million likes and more than 150 million video
views and crowned as the page with the most likes in Syria

On twitter her official account has reached 3.66
million followers with 5290 tweets

On Instagram her official account has reached more
than 6.8 million followers with 1810 posts

On YouTube her official channel has reached more
than 2.87 million subscribers and more than 5 billion views
for her latest albums and concerts

On Soundcloud her songs on her official account
has reached more than 400 million plays

https://twitter.com/assalaofficial?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/AssalaOfficial/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkToh0AM-mn01WOT2TFR6JQ
https://www.instagram.com/assala_official/?hl=en
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Amal Maher 

With the launch of her third album "Aaraf Menin"
Amal Maher chose brand stamp to manage her official
social media accounts and until now she's one of the most
important clients in the agency.

On Facebook her official page has reached more than
11 million likes to reserve her place between the biggest five
page for singers in Egypt.

On twitter her official account recently reached 1.35
million followers with 179 tweets

On Instagram her official account has nearly 1m
followers with just 129 posts

On YouTube her music videos reaches huge number
of views as [ Law Kan Bekhatry with 64 million views –
Sekket el Salama with 23 million views – Aateref with 22
million views and Benak w Benha with more than 10
million views

https://www.facebook.com/AmalMaher/
https://twitter.com/amalmaher?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoPJ7fzMrMGRPaPB9wS4_Pg
https://www.instagram.com/amalmaherofficial/?hl=en
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Dorra Zarrouk
Brand Stamp started working with the

Tunisian actress seven years ago from the
scratch to become now the most successful
public figure on the social media in her
country

On Facebook she has the most number of
likes in Tunisia with 5.3 million likes and 15
million views for her scenes in Drama and
Cinema

And also On Instagram she has the most
number of followers worldwide with 9.9
million.

https://twitter.com/dorra_zarrouk?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.facebook.com/dorrazarrouk/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHiq5GxLtOUco7mRWALho0g
https://www.instagram.com/dorra_zarrouk/?hl=en
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Diana Haddad
Four Years ago Brand Stamp was chosen to manage

the social media campaign of the Lebanese super star album
"Ya Bashar" and archiving all of her previous albums on
social media websites. On Facebook she has reserved her
place between the biggest ten pages for Lebanese female
singers with more than 5.8 million likes and more than 50
million video views for a number of her old and new music
videos.

Twitter her official account has more than 1.11
million followers with 31.7K tweets, and Instagram she has
more than 3.3 million followers with 1475 posts, her activity
in the Insta stories and snapchat is huge attracting a lot of
fans, on YouTube her music videos and lyric videos is
ranging between 9 and 12 million views like [ To'bour Alby –
Ya Bashar – Nesfy ElThany – La Fiesta – Ahl AlAshiq ] and
her popular duet with Cheb Khaled "Mas W Louly" has more
than 25 million views

https://twitter.com/dianahaddad?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/DianaHaddad.Official/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQktTZvzo8-IPHLU7lJLqbw
https://www.instagram.com/dianahaddadofficial/?hl=en
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Latifa
with 2017's last summer days the Tunisian

Super Star decided to contact Brand Stamp to
manage her official social media accounts to
release her new album Fresh

On Facebook she has more than 4 million
likes, On Twitter she has 235k followers with
more than 10k tweets and On Instagram she
has nearly 500k followers

Now / On Facebook she has more than
5.8 million likes, On Twitter she has 429k
followers with more than 13.1k tweets and On
Instagram she has nearly 3.4 M followers

https://twitter.com/latisol
https://www.facebook.com/LatifaAlTunisia/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCN0APTHRcIO4ffwaK2FMmRA
https://www.instagram.com/latifaofficial/?hl=en
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Nesreen Tafesh
Working on the social media of the Syrian

actress /singer was a hard mission for Brand Stamp to
get her a comeback after her accounts was deactivated
three years ago. Her page On Facebook has the biggest
number of likes for a Syrian actress (3.6 million likes)
and more than 45 million video views for her scenes
in Drama and music videos.

On Twitter her account has more than 200k
followers with 1800 tweets and On Instagram she has
2.7 million followers with 1500 posts and she's one of
the active artists on Snapchat with daily posts for the
fans. And On YouTube her channel has nearly 14
million views for her official two music videos [
Metghayer Aleyi and 123 Habibi ]

https://twitter.com/NESREENTAFESH
https://www.facebook.com/NesreenTafesh/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCE3nxcY8v_jG2S6jFXkiTHQ
https://www.instagram.com/nesreentafesh/?hl=en
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Saber Rebai
One Year ago, Brand Stamp started working

with the Tunisian Super Star in Social Media
management and Artwork Lyric videos direction on
"Ana Bahn" Single.

On Facebook his official page has 3.3 million
likes and more than 35 million video views. And by
adding this page to Brand Stamp's list of Honor we
can announce that we manage the most three liked
pages in Tunisia (Dorra – Latifa – Saber)

On Twitter he has the most followed account in
Tunisia with 3.73 million followers with only 4894
tweets and on Instagram he has 1.7 million followers
with 1008 posts and On YouTube he has more than
23 million views on his official channel.

https://twitter.com/rebaisaber?lang=fr
https://www.facebook.com/SaberRebaiOfficial/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC45zuiBjgLuNhOYtUDk9z1A
https://www.instagram.com/saberrebai/?hl=en
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Mohamed Mohsen
With the beginning of 2017 Brand Stamp

managed the young star's official social media
before the release of his new comeback album
"Habyeb Zaman" and the valentine's hit "Fe
Alby Makan"

On Facebook he has more than 2.109
million likes and 6 million video views for his
album songs and live performances.

On Twitter he was one of the first users
since 2010 and his account has more than 686k
followers and On Instagram his account has
more than 751k followers.

https://twitter.com/mohsen?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/mohsenband/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCor4_r7bxqJ2i93Fj6mX6Lg
https://www.instagram.com/mohsenband/
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Hakim

Egypt's number one sha3by singer Hakim
was an addition for the list of Super Stars in
Brand Stamp four years ago after the release of
his album Ya Mazago and number of music
videos.

On Facebook he has nearly 4.196 million
likes and more than 15 million video views

On Instagram Hakim has more than 1m
followers with only 708 posts and on YouTube
his official channel has more than 60 million
views for all his old and new songs

https://twitter.com/hakim?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/HakimHakimPage/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUUp9UkbUhrkkqcpzLNH8iw
https://www.instagram.com/hakimofficial/
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Pricing

Kindly send us your special requirements 

and we will send you our quotation within 

48 work hours 
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Contact Us 

a different kind of digital Marketing Agency

www.Brandstamp.media

+ 2 01009001362

+2 01007107073

http://www.brandstamp.media/
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WE MEET OUR CLIENTS’ EXPECTATIONS 

AND BEYOND IN TIME WITH IMPRESSIVE 

CREATIVE IDEAS AND OFFERING CLEAR 

BENEFITS TO THEM
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Thank 
You 


